
Adform Urges U.S. CMOs to Ramp Up
Adoption of First-party IDs; Publishers Prove
Readiness for End of Third-party Cookies

Percentage of domains that send first-party IDS

Publishers have proven that they are

ready for the deprecation of third-party

cookies; Adform urges CMOs to play their

part

NEW YORK, NY, USA, June 14, 2021

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Adform, the only

global, independent, and fully

integrated advertising platform built

for modern marketing, has published

data* showing how an overwhelming

majority of publishers are now passing

first-party IDs in the bidstream.

●      Denmark: 100%

●      UK: 93%

●      Spain: 90%

●      France: 87%

●      Germany: 83%

●      Italy: 81%

●      Netherlands: 73%

●      Norway / Sweden: 72% each

●      United States 68%

●      Poland: 66%

*Percentages are based on Adform’s largest domains that represent 80% of total ad spend.

According to the latest Adform data, adoption of first-party IDs is nearing third-party cookie

volumes for publishers, with the majority of publishers now passing first-party IDs  in the

bidstream. Publishers have proven that they are ready for the deprecation of third-party cookies,

and now Adform is urging CMOs to play their part in creating a future-proof supply chain.

Jakob Bak, Co-Founder at Adform, shares why this is a crucial milestone: “With very high Safari

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://adform.com


and Mozilla usage in markets such as the Nordics and Germany, the effect is that we are now

close to buying the same amount of impressions based on first-party IDs as we do third-party

cookies. We expect first-party IDs to overtake third-party cookies this year. That being said, the

take-up rates across other countries vary significantly, and while publishers have proved they are

ready, we now need the buy-side to ramp up adoption and we’re calling on CMOs to lead the

charge. With the impressive scale now made available by publishers, it is time for brands to start

benefitting on Safari and Mozilla while gaining important learnings on how to use first-party

publisher IDs instead of third-party data. This is not a straightforward substitution that can wait

until the last minute.”

Taking a deep-dive into the data, most publishers who have started sharing first-party IDs with

Adform do not do so on 100% of their traffic, and while European publishers have demonstrated

success, there are differences between regions. For example, while over 68% of large US

publishers are passing first-party IDs, the overall volume of IDs remains below 20% due to it

mostly being on smaller parts of their traffic, primarily for the authenticated users.

Bak comments on the findings: “First, there is the source of first-party IDs – in some cases

publishers are sharing only log-in based IDs. For example, we see that in the US, log-in based IDs

are the most common type of first-party ID. Whereas in Europe, the majority is first-party cookie

based, and these scale to much higher volume percentages – potentially 100% of a given

publisher’s traffic. Second, there are technical factors holding us back. Not all Supply Side

Platforms (SSPs) fully support the passing of first-party IDs through the bidstream to Adform and

other platforms. In fact, two major SSPs – Google SSP and Xandr – do not. Fortunately, nine out

of 10 publishers use multiple SSPs, so while it is not a huge issue, it does lead to the market

variations we are seeing, and this keeps the total percentage down due to publishers not

enabling first-party IDs across all their SSP partners.”

While Adform’s latest results strongly indicate that, by 2022, there will be a significantly higher

ratio of first-party IDs to third-party party cookies, there’s an urgency for CMOs to help accelerate

this change, which is supported by leading global agencies.

David Kaganovsky, Global Chief Technology Officer at Wavemaker, comments: “It’s encouraging

to see that publishers globally are striving for solutions. Very impressive. It is also great to see

Adform is demonstrating leadership and encouraging results from early adopter publishers.

Adform’s platform is helping to evolve the first-party publisher ID world.”

Miles Pritchard, Managing Partner at OMD EMEA, echoes the sentiment: “This is exactly what the

industry needs to hear – that publishers are successfully passing first-party IDs. Adform is ahead

of the game and has been working for years to create a future-proof solution that’s not reliant

on third-party cookies, and they have the results to show it works.”

About Adform



Adform is the only global, independent and fully integrated advertising platform built for

modern marketing. Its unique enterprise technology – Adform FLOW – harnesses superior user

experience and a scalable, modular and open architecture, to enable seamless management of

the whole campaign lifecycle. It provides clients with enhanced control and transparency across

their advertising operations, including ownership of all data from their campaigns. Since 2002,

Adform has developed technology to enhance human/machine collaboration and deliver

augmented intelligence, thereby amplifying business results for its clients around the world.

For more information, please visit: www.adform.com
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EIN Presswire's priority is source transparency. We do not allow opaque clients, and our editors

try to be careful about weeding out false and misleading content. As a user, if you see something

we have missed, please do bring it to our attention. Your help is welcome. EIN Presswire,

Everyone's Internet News Presswire™, tries to define some of the boundaries that are reasonable

in today's world. Please see our Editorial Guidelines for more information.
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